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PREFACE
This is the seventh and last in a series of quarterly technical
reports on the develupment of the Solar-Conversion Power
Supply Subsystem for the Nimbus-D Meteorological Satellite.
This project is being conducted by the Astro-Electronics Di-
vision (AED) of the RCA Corporation for the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA) under Contract No.
NAS5-10470. This report contains data on RCA activities
and plans that relate to the technical and schedule pursuance
of the contract objectives, and covers the period from June
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The objective of Contract No. NAS5-10470 is to furnish a Solar Conversion
Power Supply Subsystem for use with the Nimbus-D Meteorological Satellite.
This configuration will be identified as the Nimbus-D Solar Conversion Power
Supply Subsystem.
The contract provides for the manufacture of one flight model and a set of three
spare storage modules. The solar conversion power supply subsystem, con-
sisting of one control module, eight storage modules, and solar array (2 solar
platforms), will be nearly identical to the equipment supplied under Contract
NAS5-9668. Assembly numbers are as follows:
Control Module
Storage Module






All special test equipment required for the manufacture and test of the flight
model equipment was manufactured and assembled under previous contracts.
B. SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Solar Conversion Power-Supply Subsystem consists of eight identical
storage modules, one control module, and one solar array. Each storage module
C ' 	 )	 contains a battery consisting of 23 series-connected, nickel radium cells and
{
	
	 a E.,roup of electronic circuits designed to provide control and protection for the
battery and other power subsystem components. These circuits and the battery
are housed in cast-magnesium containers with sheet-magnesium covers. The
control module consists of additional power subsystem electronic circuits housed
in a machined-aluminum container. The solar array consists of two solar-cell
platforms containing N-on-P silicon solar cells which are mouw^ed on one side
of the sun-oriented platforms. The purpose of the subsystem is to provide the
spacecraft with electrical power; during satellite day, the solar array converts
solar radiation to electrical energy that is supplied to the spacecraft subsystems
and the batteries (charge cycle) . During satellite night and peak daytime-load
periods, the batteries supply the power to operate the spacecraft subsystems.
i
C. CONTRACT DATA
Failure of the Nimbus-B spacecraft to achieve orbit resulted in a .lanning
effort for a Nimbus-132 mission„ The final plan provided for the qualification of
one flight system (two solar platforms, one control module, and eight storage
modules) and the following back-up equipment, one control module and three




	 Manufacture and electrically qualify one solar array from equipment
diverted from the Nimbus-D program
•
	
	 Evaluate, refurbish, and rework li storage modules (serial numbers
01 thru 09, 16, and 20) and two control modules (serial numbers 03
and 05) supplied as GFE from the General Electric Co.
Delivery of the Nimbus-B2 solar array and the issuance of the final test report.
Appendix I of Quarterly Technical Report No. 5, completes the requirement for
periodic reports (quarterly) pertaining to the Nimbus-132 Solar Conversion Power
Supply Subsystem. Subsequent quarterlies will contain data pertinent to RCA sup-








Each solar array consists of two solar cell platform:,  comprised of a solar-
cell mounting structure (substrate), solar-cell modules, a transition section a




Installation of the wiring, solar-cell modulrs, and board assemblies was
completed on August 7, 1969 and the unit was prepared for unit tests. A com-
pleted assembly is shown on Figure 1.
2. Unit Test
Unit test of the assembled platform was started on August 8, 1969 and
completed September 10, 1969. The first illumination test, performed by the
engineering design group, was completed in accordance with TP-IL-1976428 on
August 28, 1969. Two anomalies were recorded during the electrical portion of
the test; two anomalies were recorded during the illumination of the platform.
The first electrical anomaly occurred during the temperature telemetry test per-
formed on August 8, 1969. A high temperature telemetry reading (-8.97 volts),
exceeded the specified output shown on the temperature telemetry calibration
curve by two. Improper voltage telemetry signals (1.41 and 0. 91 We for boards
O and R, respectively) were also recorded. These signals should have been in
the range of 3.2 Vdc. Test discrepancy report 4496 was issued and the trouble
was attributed to improper wiring.
The second electrical anomaly occurred during voltage telemetry tests; performed
on August 19, 1969. The voltage telemetry outputs were still out of specift.^,a-
tion. Test discrepancy report 3910 was issued and the trouble was traced to the
Zener diodes. The trouble was attributed to the wiring errors covered by TDR






69-3.35CI Figure 1. Solon Platform Assembly, Less Motor Drive Assembly
%I
The first illumination was completed can August 22, 1969 with the current output
at 35 We within specifications. A visual examinatioi: of the 1-V characteristics
disclosed a noticable irregularity at the 38. 5- to 40. 0-volt portion of the curves
(see Figure 2). The irregularity was traced to an equipment malfunction of the
x-y plotter. A second irregularity was an abrupt change of the slope in the knee
of the curve on boards K, L, N, P, and Q (see Figure 2, curve B). Trouble
shooting of the fire circuits did not reveal any mechanical or electrical problems.
Further investigation of the sub-module layout for these boards indicated mis-
matching, that caused an irregularity of appro-,imately 3. 8 milliamperes in the
knee of the curve (see dashed line on curve B, Figure 2). Mismatching also
occurred on the remaining boards; however, the extent of the mismatching was
r
	 slight and tl.t; I-V curves did not show an abrupt change of slope in the knee.
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On September 8, 1969, a second illumination test (electrical and illumination) was
completed satisfactorily. A composite I-V curve showing the platform output is
shown on Figure 3; a test data summary is contained in Appendix I, Paragraph B.
C. PLATFORM 018 PROCUREMENT
A right-hand platform (Serial No. 018) was completed in mid-April 1969
and rejected by the customer because sample-coupon peel test data did not meet
the requirements set forth in RCA Drawing 1750081, Rev. A, specifically Para-
graph 4.4.2.4. A complete test report presenting the test data is contained in
Appendix I, Paragraph C of "Quarterly Technical Report No. 6 11 , (R-3472)
issued September 5, 1969. Upon rejection, RCA directed the Goodyear Aero-
space Corporation to verify the substrate fabrication process by preparing two
sample lots, destruct the samples, and analyze the results. A detailed report
is contained in Appendix I, Paragraph E of "Quarterly Technical Report No. 6, ".
.A new substrate (Serial No. 019) was procured on the basis of these tests and
substrate 018 was delivered to RCA where a Material Review Board (IvIRB)
action for final acceptance and sell off, presently unscheduled, will be conducted.
Subsequent analysis of the sample lot failures (Special Production Process Veri-
fication) by the RCA Materials Engineering group indicates that more stringent
control in the purchase, preparation and handling of the honeycomb is required.
The basis for this conclusion is detailed in Appendix I, Paragraph C.
D. PLATFORM 019
1. Substrate Fabrication
Fabrication of the 019 substrate was completed on August 11, 1969 and
the unit was delivered to RCA. A test data, report is contained in Appendix I.
Paragraph D.
2. Unit Assembly
The 019 substrate ( see Figure 1) was received from the Goodyear Aerospace
Corporation on August 11, 1969 and installation of the wiring, solar-cell modules,
and board assemblies was started. Assembly was completed on t ,;ptember 8, 1969
and the unit was delivered to manufacturing for unit test. A composite I-V curve
showing the platform output is shown on Figure 4; a test data summary is contained
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tE. DEPLO11VIENT MOTOR DRIVE ASSEMBLIES
Procurement of piece ports for the motor drive assemblies was completed
1	 and flight acceptance tests of the drive motors was started on July 7, 1969.
Tests conducted during the report period consist of the following:
• Pre-thermal Speed-Torque Tests
• Thermal Load Tests, and
• Post-Thermal Speed Torque Tests
A test data summary is contained in Appendix I, Paragraph E. The results of all
subsequent tests will be contained in the contract final report that is due 30 days
after delivery of the array.
F. PLANS FOR THE NEXT REPORT PERIOD
The remaining tasks for the Solar Array program consist of the following:
• Environmental Qualification of the Platforms
• Environmental Qualification of the Deployment Motor-Drive
Assemblies
• Deployment tests of the assembled array (both platforms transi-
tion, and Motor Drive Assemblies)
• Weight and Balance Test of Assembled Array
• Vibration Test of Assemble Array (at the General Electric Co.
mounted on the Spacecraft), and
• Outdoor Illumination Tests.
The results of these tests, started September 15, 1969, will be contained in the
contract final report that is due 30 days after delivery of the array. 	
^I
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Each storage module consists of a two-piece magnesium housing, 23-
nickel-cadmium storage cells, and an electronic board. Eleven storage modules
are supplied with each flight system, eight for use on the Spacecraft and three
as spares.
B. SPARE-FLIGHT STORAGE MODULE ACCEPTANCE TESTS
Storage modules 028, 031, and 032 were designated as flight spares on
March 5, 1969; the date on which storage modules 022 through 027, 029, and
030 were designated as the flight storage modules (8) intended for use on the
Spacecraft. The Y:_eht storage modules were subjected to system tests in con-
junction with control-module 06 and delivered to the General Electric Co. on
May 19, 1969. Unit tests of storage modules 031 and 032, completed by June 6,
1969, were satisfactory and the units were prepared for system tests. Unit
test of module 028, started March 4, 1969 and completed September 16, 1969,
was marked by multiple test discrepancies which resulted in the fabrication of
a new electronics board. A complete description of the unit test activity for
storage module 028 is contained in paragraph C of this section. A complete
summary of the unit tests is contained in Appendix II, Paragraph C.
System test of the spare-flight storage modules was performed from July 31, 1969
to August 7, 1969, and from September 4, 1969 to September 16, 1969.
The first system-test interval (July 31, 1969 to August 7, 1969) was conducted
with control module 06 and the spare storage modules in the system configura-
tion. This test was terminated when the trickle charge voltage telemetry output
of storage module 028 did not meet specifications. This was the same problem
experienced during unit test. This thermal-vacuum exposure also qualified the
change (A-17 filter installation) defined by modification 14. A data summary of
control module performance is contained in Appendix I, Paragraph F of "Quar-
terly Technical Report No. 6 11 , (R3473) issued September 5, 1969.
The second system-test interval (September 4, 1969 to September 16, 1969) was
conducted with control module 03 and the spare storage modules in the system
configuration. Performance of both the control module and the storage modules
was within specified limits. A test data summary of storage module operation
obtained during thermal vacuum tests is contained in Appendix II, Paragraph D.
k
bY,
Final unit test, conducted after thermal-vacuum tests, was completed on October
7, 1969. The test results of storage modules 031 and 032 were satisfactory, and
preparation for delivery to the General Electric Company was started during the
final data review, an overcharge voltage condition for all the spare-flight storage
modules was discovered and TDR 6502 was issued. An investigation was started
and delivery of the storage modules (030 and 031) was withheld. In addition to
the overcharge voltage condition., a charge current telemetry variation was again
noted for storage module 028. Test descrepancy report 3909 was issued and the
unit was held for further evaluation and disposition.
C. STORAGE MODULE 028 FIISTORICAL SUMMARY
The 028 storage module historical summary encompasses the time inter-
val starting March 3, 1969 and ending September 16, 1969. The first test
anomaly occurred during the post-potting electrical test when the voltage telem-
etry circuit failed to limit the output voltage. Test discrepancy report 3968 was
issued and a poor connection on the cell No. 12 thermistor was repaired. Unit
test, resumed on March 7, 1969, was stopped on March 27, 1969 when the
charge current telemetry output with no external load (0. 715 volts) exceeded the
specified limit of 0.50 f020 Vdc. Test discrepancy Report No. 3942 was filed
and transistors Q14 and Q15 on the electronics board were replaced. Unit tests
were completed satisfactorily on April 21, 1969, a complete data review was
conducted, and the unit was released for vibration tests. Vibration exposures
and post-vibration electrical tests were conducted satisfactorily and a post-
vibration data review was conducted. The test data results, reviewed on June 2,
1969, were not acceptable as repeatibility of the charge current telemetry out-
put signal could not be obtained (comparison of pre- and post-vibration test data)
even though the measured values were within specified limits. Special tests at
different temperature plateaus were conducted in order to more clearly identify
the problem area.
On June 26, 1969, the investigation at various temperature plateaus was ter-
minated to limit the thermal exposure time of the flight-quality storage cells.
The electronics board was removed from the storage module and the analysis
was continued as local temperatures were varied. Transistor Q15, identified
as the component most sensitive to temperature charges, was changed and elec-
trical confidence tests at 25- and 5°C were performed. The results of the later
test were not satisfactory and further analysis with localized cooling revealed a
cracked Zener diode (VII-6). The diode'was replaced and unit tests were com-
pleted satisfactorily on July 26, 1969. The storage modules were integrated .
with control module 06 and system acceptance tests were started. After a 103-
hour thermal-vacuum exposure (24 hrs at 45 and 5°C, 48 hrs at 10°C, and 7 hrs
at 40 0 C), the trickle charge telemetry voltage of storage module 028 was out of
specification. Test discrepancy report 3941 was issued and thermal-vacuum tests
11
were terminated. The foregoing thermal-vacuum tests qualified the A17-filter
installation and control module 06 was delivered to fine General Electrir, Co. In
order to avoid any further schedule delays, manufacturing was directed to fab-
ricate and test a new electronics board (serial No. 33) for storage module 028.
The old electronics board (serial No. 28) was removed from the unit and sub-
jected to intensive tests and analysis, which disclosed poor connections between
the E terminals on the board and the printed circuits. After this analysis, the
board was forwarded to Engineering Reliability for further analysis and
verification of the problems found in the laboratory.
Storage module 028 (containing a new electronics board) was returned to unit
test on September 4, 1,969. A review of the test data, conducted after thermal
tests of 45 0 and 5°C, indicated irregular charge current telemetry voltages at
the 25°C temperature level, These voltages were within specification, but not
repeatable. Test discrepancy report 6501 was issued and the ensuing investi-
gation disclosed traces of moisture which accumulated during thermal tests. The
unit was dried out, and unit tests were completed satisfactorily on September 15,
1969.
System tests with control module 03 and storage modules 031 and 032, started
September 16, 1969, were completed satisfactorily on September 30, 1969.
During final acceptance tests (unit level), the charge current levels of module
028 again exhibited small drift characteristics. Test discrepancy report 3909
was issued and unit tests were completed on October 8, 1969. As the-result of
TDR 3909, module 028 was discharged and held for further investigation and
analysis.
D. PLANS FOR NEXT REPORT PERIOD
All activities pertaining to the space flight storage module (028, 031, and
032) after October 8, 1969 will be described in the addendum to this report. The






The control module contains the electrical circuits that regulate the d-c
voltage outputs for the spacecraft loads, limits the solar array voltage to safe
load levels, provides telemetry signals for system evaluation, and provides the
interface between the solar array, storage module, and spacecraft loads. The
configuration of the Nimbus-D and Nimbus-B control module is identical e.ecept
for the temperature telemetry circuits and the regulated bus output connector
added to the Nimbus-D control module. The additional telemetry circuits are
described in "Quarterly Technical Report No. 2," (R-3340) issued July 15, 1968.
The o aditional regulated-bus output connector is described in "Quarterly Tech-
nical Report No. 6 11 , (R-3472) issued September 5, 1969.
All the control modules have been delivered to the General Electric Co. on the
following dates.
Control Module 01	 May 28, 1969
Control Module 03	 July 2, 1969
Control Module 06	 August 18, 1969
Control module 03 was returned to the RCA Corporation to support the spare-






Reliability and (duality assur,;..ice Engineering prnvided consulation on the
resolution of technical part problems encountered during the acceptance test
program.
B. TEST DISCREPANCY REPORT SUMMARY
A summary of all the test discrepancies issued in the fabrication and
acceptance testing of storage modules 028, 031 and 032 as of October 15, 1969
are listed in Table 1. The corrective action pertaining to open TDR's will be
described in an addendum that will be issued when acceptance testing of the
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NIMBUS-D SOLAR ARRAY TEST DATA
A. INTRODUCTION
Nimbus-D solar array test data accumulated during the report period con-
sists of the following:
• Platform 017 and 019 Unit Test Data, Paragraph B
• Special Process Verification Sample Lot failure Analysis,
Paragraph C
• Substrate 019 Acceptance Test Data, Paragraph D
• Deployment Motor Drive Acceptance Test Data Report
Paragraph E
B. PLATFORMS 017 AND 019 UNIT TEST DATA
Unit test of the platforms consist of the following:
• Module Tests
• Illumination Tests
• Thermal Vacuum Tests
• Illumination Test
• Deployment Tests
• Weight and Balance Test
• Illumination Test
• Vibration (at the General Electric Co.)
• Outside Illumination
The foregoing test sequence is a summary of the manufacturing procedure defined
on RCA Dwg. 1976441. As of this period, the first illumination test for both




Module tests consist of temperature telemetry calibration, voltage telem-
etry circuit verification, and overvoltage protection circuit operation.
a.	 Temperature Telemetry Calibration
Temperature telemetry circuits 01 and 02 (serial No. 01 and 02) were
calibrated for temperatures of +65- to -74°C; the specified temperature range
is +65- to -80°C. A test discrepancy report (TDR 3904) was issued and the test
was completed. The low temperature level achieved was considered adequate
to produce temperature telemetry data. The telemetry voltage requirements of
-4.3 f0.3 volts do at 25 f2°C were met; telemetry calibration curves are shown
on Figures I-1 and 1-2. The telemetry calibration tests were performed in ac-
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Figure I-2. Temperature Telemetry Calibration Curve, Serial No. 02
b.	 Voltage Telemetry Calibration
Acceptance testing of the voltage telemetry circuit, 1702461, is performed
in conjunction with the thermal vacuum tests performed on the platforms. Cali-
bration of the voltage telemetry circuit is not necessary due to simplicity of
operation; the voltage divider is not temperature sensitive.
C.	 Overvoltage Protection Circuit
Th,e overvoltage protection circuit was tested ,ender the same conditions
as the temperature telemetry circuit. A voltage of -24.5 Vdc which exceeds the
Zener diode by approximately 15 volts is applied in accordance with RCA test
procedure TP-CA-1962593 in order to demonstrate the circuit limiting charac-
teristics. Test data obtained at the various temperature plateaus is shown in





cTABLE I-1. OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION CIRCUIT TEST DATA
Temperature (:h2°C) Output Voltage (Vde)
Required Measured Circuit Board No. 01 Circuit Board No. 2
Output No. 1 Output No. 2 Output No. 1 Output No. 2
70.0 71.0 -9.48 -9.42 -9.30 -•9.46
40.0 40.5 -9.56 -9.49 -9.36 -9.53
25.0 26.0 -9.58 -9.52 -9.39 -9.56
0.0 0.0 -9.65 -9.59 '-9.46 -9.63
-20.0 -19.0 -9.61 -9.63 -9.5G -9.67
-50.0 "' .48.5 -9.76 -9.70 -9.57 -9.74
-80.0 -74.0* -9.81 -9.76 -9.62 -9.80
I*Requirement exceeded test equipment capabilities, refer to TDR-3904
2.	 Illumination Tests
Illumination tests, conducted after platform fabrication, defines an illumi-
nation test designed to check the solar cell output, and a series of electrical: tests
designed to verify the wiring and electrical circuit performance. The electrical
tests performed prior to an illumination test consist of the following:
• Continuity Test,
• DC Isolation Test,
• Temperature Telemetry Test,
• Voltage Telemetry Test,
• Overvoltage Protection Telemetry Test, and
• Blocking Diode Test.
The foregoing tests and the illumination test are described in RCA test procedure
TP-IL-1976428.
a.	 Continuity Test Data
Continuity tests, performed for each board, are satisfactory if the input
voltage is less than 60 volts do when the current equals 0. 6, 0.5 or 0.9 for the
I-4
eboard under test. A variation of ;approximately :t.5 percent in board voltages may
occur due to ambient light and temperature variations. The test data for both
platforms is listed in Table I-2.
TABLE I-2. CONTINUITY TEST DATA, PRE-THERMAL VACUUM
Platform Vdc at 0.6 A Vdc at 0.5 A Vdc,	 0.9A
Current Voltage Current Voltage Current VoltageNo. Bd (Amp) (Vdc) (Amp) (Vdc) (Amp) (Vdc)
_
A 0.601 56.68 - - - -
B 0.601 56.66 - - - -
C 0.600 56.85 - - - -
D 0.600 56.75 - - - -
019
E 0.600 56.80 - - - -
r 0.601 56.79 - - - -
G - - 0.500 56.78 - -
H - - 0.500 56.77 - -
I - - - - 0.900 55.72
J 0.602 56.58 - - - -
K 0.601 57.00 - - - -
L 0.606 56.49 - - - -
M 0.600 56.44 - - - -
017
N 0.600 56.67 - - - -
O 0.601 56.00 - - - -
P - - 0.504 56.50 - -
Q - - 0.500 55.84 - -
R - - - - 0.901 55.49
b.	 DC Isolation Test Data
DC isolation tests, conducted on each board, are satisfactory when the
leakage current is zero amperes with a potential voltage of 36.5 volts dc. Pre-
thermal test data for all the boards of both platforms met these requirements.
I-5
C.	 Temperature Telemetry Test Data
The temperature telemetry circuits are verified by measuring the tempera-
ture telemetry voltage and converting the telemetry voltage to temperature by
using the telemetry curves in figure I-1 or I-2. The temperature of the platform
is then measured at three points within one-inch of the temperature thermistor
and the readings are averaged. The average temperature and the telemetry
temperature must be within f3°C. The temperature telemetry for both platforms
was within 1'C of the averaged temperatures.
d.	 Voltage Telemetry Test Data
The voltage telemetry circuits are verified by measuring the input voltage
and the voltage telemetry circuit output. The voltage telemetry output is multi-
plied by a factor of 7.67 and compared with the input voltage. The converted
telemetry signal must be within ±2 percent of the input voltage (-24.5 Vdc). The
voltage telemetry for both platforms was within 0.05 percent of the input voltage.
41	 e.	 Overvoltage Protection Test Data
The overvoltage protection circuit is tested by connecting -24.5 Vdc through
a variable load resistor and decreasing the resistance until the measured current
stabilizes or reaches 15 t1 mA. At this point, the voltage telemetry output is
measured and compared to the specified level of 9.4 ^_0. 6 Vdc. The overvoltage
protection circuits for both platforms met the specified limits. The worst-case
-	 measurement was +0.5 Vdc.




The blocking diode test consists of checking the forward voltage drop of the
diode at three current levels (0. 5, 1. 0, and 1.5 amperes), checking the current
ratio of each blocking diode pair, and the reverse current characteristics of the
blocking -);odes.
I	 The specified forward voltage drop of each blocking diode is 1.0 Vdc or less at
s	
each current level. The average voltage drop for the diode pairs of both plat-
forms at 0.5 amperes was 0. 810 Vdc average; at 1.0 amperes the average voltage
drop was 0.910 Vdc-average; at 1.5 amperes the average voltage drop was
0.997 Vdc-average. There were two measurements of 1. 0 We (3313ds P and Q);






The specified current ratio of each diode pair is less than 10.0 at a temperature
of 25 i5°C. The current ratio of each diode pair on each platform was within
specifications, with an average ratio of 1.1. The worst case ratio was 1.25
(Bd Q) of platform 017.
The specified reverse current through each diode pair is 0.5 mA or less at a
temperature of 25 =:5°C. The average reverse current for the diode pairs of
platform 017 was 0. 0005 mA; the worst case measurement was 0. 0011 mA (Bd J).
The reverse current for the diode pairs of platform 019 wa 1. 003.
g.	 Illumintation Tests
Illumination tests provide I-V characteristics that are used to verify the
output of each solar-cell circuit (see Figure I-3, Boards A through R;. All the
I-V curves meet the current requirement of 812 ±40 mA at a voltage potential
of -35.0 Vdc. Pre-thermal I-V characteristics for platforms 019 and 017 are
shown in Figures I-4 through I-21.
C. SPECIAL PROCESS VERIFICATION, SAMPLE LOT FAILURE ANALYSIS
1.	 Introduction
The special production process verification tests, conducted during the last
report period (refer to "Quarterly Technical Progress Report No. 6", Section 2,
Paragraph C), were satisfactory. However, the extent of the peel test anomalies
lead to an additional analyses of the failed samples. The anomalies further
analyzed were:
• an unusual failure mode at the machined surface,
• low peel test data obtained from the mold-side specimens.
The sample test-covnons exhibiting these anomalies are listed in Table I-3.













*Peel Test Data satisfactory, used for reference only
I-7
cA, LEFT HAND PANEL, SERIAL NO, 017
B. RIGHT HAND PANEL, SERIAL NO. 019
Figure I-3. Board Layout, Nimbus-D Array
A re-evaluation of the production processing specifications used to process the
two sample lots did not pinpoint any step in the process, control point of the
curves, or thermal profiles that could be considered as the cause of the anom-
alies. A visual examination of the subject samples disclosed a definite pattern
at the torn webs on the bag side (machined side) of the substrate. These samples
were analyzed and compared to a sample that passed .the peel tests. The con-
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The analysis consisted of photographing a sample of the core as it was
received from the vendor (see Figure I-22), photographing a sample of the core
after it was machined (see Figure I-23), photographing a sample that passed the
peel test (see Figures 1-24 through I-26), and comparing these photographs to
the test specimen photographs shown on Figures I-27 through I-38.
An examination of the photographs revealed the following conditions:
(a) The machining of the core caused a feather edge to be rolled
over in the direction of the blade travel.
(b) The machining of the core caused some degree of delamination
of the core in the double band or node areas.
(c) There was evidence of cell wall buckling due to either machining
or pressure caused by high points on the surface of the core
due to rolled feather edge.
(d) There is evidence that in some areas the cell wall of the honey-
comb did not cor_t..ct the skin during the bonding opera;:ion. This
condition could be attributed to the f5-mil tolerance on the
honeycomb thickness.
(e) There is lack of uniformity of the fi.iets between samples as well
as from side to side of the individual webs within a sample.
(f) There is evidence that the feather edge prevented fillets from
forming.
(g) Indication of correlation between curved cell walls and low peel
value.
(h) Evidence of non-continuous web on machined surface of honey-
comb.
(i) There is evidence that in this batch of honeycomb there was
delamination of the bond at the nodes.
(j) There is lack of uniformity of the cell size of the honeycomb.
This condition is the result of non-uniform stretching of the Hobe
as received from the vendor.
The test specimens were analyzed for the foregoing conditions, which are tabu-
lated in Tables I-4 and I-5, The tabulation in Table I-4 is based on photographs
of the core and skin; Table I-5 is based on bond line photographs.
I-27	 ii
t
RTABLE 1-4. PEEL TEST ANOMOL'Y S"lM1\1ARY, COIIE AND SKIN
ConditionSample Fig
No. I (c) (g) (h) (j)
Bag Side
I MC-3 I-21 x x x x x x
I MC-5 1-30 x x
II MF-3 I-33 x x i x x
Il MF-5 I-36 x x x x x
II MC--3* I-24 x
Mold Side
T. MC-3 1-28 x
I I. C -15 I-31 x x
II MF-3 I-34
II MF-5 I-37 x
11 MC-3* I-25 x
* Test Data results satisfactory, provided for reference only.
3.	 Conclusions and Recommendations
The following conclusions were made from the above analysis,
• Bag side bond line - the low value of this -pond  line peel test
data can be attributed to the nan-uniform edge of the hones;-comb
presented to the adhesive during the cure, curved cell walls,
non-uniform cell size, and buckled cell walls.
• Mold side bond line - the low value of this bond line peel test
data can be attributed to buckled cell walls in conjunction with
non-uniform cell sizes. .
Based on the above conclusions, the follw^vi.ng recommendations are presented
to insure more uniform honeycomb structures.
• Establish a specification which defines the machining of low




tTABLE I-5. PEEL TEST ANOMOLY SUMMARY, BOND LINE JUNCTION
1 Sample Fig Condition
No. (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (i)
Bag Side
I MC-3 I-29 x x x x
1 MC-5 I-32 k NA x x ATA
II MF-3 I-35 X NA x x NA
II MF-5 I-38E x x x x
II MC-3* I-26 x NA x x NA
Mold Side
I A4IC-3 I-29 x x z
I MC-5 I-32 NA x x NA
II MF-3 I-35 NA x RTA
R MF-5 -38 x x
II MC-3* 12G NA x NA
Test data results satisfactory, provided for reference only
NA Not Applicable, view of single web.
co
 Improve the uniformity of the bond lines by using a honeycomb
core with a more rigid thickness requirement. The present
thickmess requirement is :^:5 miles.
• Establish a specification which defines the uniformity and shape
of the celt configuration as received from the vendor in ex-
panded form or after stretching of the Hobe in the vendor's plant,.
D. SUBSTRATE 019 ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
Evaluation of the fabricated substrate requires the analysis of all physical
dimensions, documented control data, and the requirements of RCA drawing
1750081 Rev A, which includes peel tests, flexure tests, and lap shear tests.
the latter tests are performed on sample coupons prepared simultaneously with































PULL FOFICE a 30 LB
TORN WE 3S - 54




SAMPLE LOT NO. 2
SAMPL-E MC-3
TEST DATA:
PULL FORCE - 23 LBS
TORN WEBS - 42





















PULL FORCE = 30 LB
TURN WEBS = 54
PERCENT TORN WEBS = 93
MOLD SIDE —
PULL FORCE = 23 LB
TORN WEBS = •12













SAMPLE LOT NO. 1
TEST DATA:
PULL FORCE = 10 LBS
TORN WEDS = 35
PERCENT TORN WEBS = 60
COMMENTS:
CORE - EVIDENCE.jF ADHESIVE
FAILURE IN AREAS OF DOUBLE
WEBS, HIGH NUMBER OFBUCKLED
CELL WA'.LS.
MOLD - ROLL OVER TORN OFF ON DOUBLE
BOND LINE WHILE TEAR IS EVIDENT
ON SINGLE WEB. IRREGULAR CELL SIZE
SIZE. EVIDENCE OF INTERMITTENT
CELL WALL CONTACT WITH SURFACE.
SKIN




SAMPLE LOT NO. 1
SAMPLE MC-3
TEST DATA:
PULL FORCE = 19 LBS
TORN WEBS - 39
PERCENT TORN WEBS -67
COMMENTS:
CORE - EVIDENCE OF WALL DEFORMATION.














Figure I-28. Test Specimens, Sample MC-:s, Mold Side
1-36
REFERENCE DATA:
SAMPLE LOT NO. 1
TEST DATA:
BAG SIDE -
PULL FORCE - 10 LBS
TORN WEBS = 35
PERCENT TORN WEBS - 60
MOLD SIDE -
PULL FORCE = 19 LEIS
TORN WEBS = 39
PERCENT TORN WEBS = 67
COMMENTS:
MOLD SIDE - SHORT LEG OF CARE DUE
TO ALLOWABLE TOLERANCE,






















SAMPLE LOT NO, 1
TEST DATA:
F EEL FrRCE - 25 LBS
TORN W! BS - 43











SAMPLF LOT NO, 1
TEST DATA:
PEEL FORCE - 14 LBS
TORN WEBS 43
PERCENT TORN WEBS - 14
SKIN





SAMPLE LOT NO. 1
TEST DATA:
BAG SIDE -
PEEL FORCE - 25 LB
TORN WEBS- 43
PERCENT TORN WEB!, - 74
MOLD SIDE -
PEEL SIDE - 14 LB
TORN WEBS - 43

















Figure I-33. Test Specimens, Sample MF -3 Bag Side
I-41
REFERENCE -)ATA:
SAMPLE LOT NO. 2
TEST DATA.
PULL FORCE - 10 LB
TORN WEBS - V
PERCENT TOP 1 4 WEBS- 98
COMMENTS:














Figure I-34. Test Specimens, Sample MF-3, Mold Side
REFERENCE DATA:
SAMNLE LO T NO. 2
TEST RESUL TS:
PULL FORCE i5 LB
TORN WEBS = 47




SAMPLE LOT NO, 2
TEST RESULTS:
BAG SIDE -
PULL FORCE - 10 LB
i ORN WEBS = 57
PERCENT TORN WEBS = 98
MOLD SIDE --
PULL FORCE = 15 LB
TORN WE13S - 47




Figure I-35. Test Specimens, Sample MF-3, Bond Line
I-43
REFERENCE DATA:
SAMPLE LOT NO, 2
TEST DATA:
PULL FORCE = 14 LB
TORN WEBS = 56









PULL FORCE = 22 L?
TORN WEBS = 46
PERCENT TORN WEB:: _ ^'.•'
CORE
SKIN





Figure I-?8. T'e^t Specimens, Sample MF-5, Bond Line
I-46
REFERENCE DATA
SAMPLE LOT NO. 2
TEST DATA
BAG SIDE -
PULL FORCE - 14 LB
TORN WEBS - 56
PERCENT TORN WEBS = 97
MOLD SIDE -
PULL FORCE = 22 LB
TORN WEBS = 4G
PERCENT TORN WEBS - 79
V#
•those used to fabricate the substrates (platform and transition). Thermal pro-
files for the first and second cure heat up rates are shown in Figures I-39 and
I-40. Detailed temperature data for the entire cure cycles are contained in the
Equipment Log Books. Test data pertaining to transition 018, contained in the
last quarterly report are repeated in this report for convenience.
1.	 Flexural Strength Test Data
Flexural strength test data, determined by the test method shown on
Figure I-41, are shown in Table I-6. The specified force required to buckle the
test specimen shall exceed 30 lb per inch of %width. The method of calculation
is also shown on Figure I-41.
TABLE I-6. FLEXURE TEST DATA, PLATFORM 019/TRANSITION 018
Force -f Force/Inch Width
Test Specimen (lb) (lb)
Front Rear Front Rear
Platform
Sun Side (bag) 121.0* — 80.2 --
Earth Side (mold) — 124. 0* — 821.6
Transition
Sun Side (bag) 100.0 — 66.6 I	 —
Earth Side (mold) — 104.0 — L 69.3
*Classic Failure Between Gage Points
2
	
Lap Shear Test Data
Lap shear test data is obtained from ten test specimens prepared concur-
rently with each substrate and five specimens from the structural bar channels
(hat). The test results are listed in Table I-7. The specified force required
to shear the samples is 1000 psi minimum.
3.	 Peel Strength Test Data
The peel test involves the action of separating a face sheet of the honey-
comb sandwich from the honeycomb itself. The method used is a 90-degree peel
test performed in accordance with RCA Dwg. 1846329 (90 0 Peel Test-Ultralight
Adhesive Bonded Honeycomb sandwiches). Acceptance test criteria are shown
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Platform
1st Cure 6351 6268 6557 6598 6266 - - - - -
2nc,.Cure - - - - - 6974 7134 6974 6914 7100
Extras -1st
& 2nd Cure 6473 6421 6135 6212 5835 - - - - -
Transition
1st Cure 5054 4417 4649 4533 - - - - - -
2nd Cure - - - - 3931 4200 3006 3228 - -
Hat M-688 1382 1654 1593 1272 1322 - - - -
THE MINIMUM, PEAK FORCE
J 30
J
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N 15Oz	 SPECIMENS HAVING A MINIMUM PEAK
FORCE PLOTTED BELOW THIS LINE0	 SHALL BE REJECTED.IL
10
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TABLE I-8. PEEL. TEST DATA, PLATFORM 019/TRANSITION 018
Pull Force Torn Webs
(lb) (No.) (olo)
Test Specimen Sun Earth Sun Earth Sun Earth
Sidi; Side Side Side Side Side
Platform
Front Sample 3.3 19 47 42 81.0 72.4
Rear Sample 20 25 40 45 68.9 77.5
Transition
Front Sample 30 25 45 42 80 75
Rear Sample 21 19 14 49 24 85
4.	 Dimensional Test Data
The platform and transition substrates were dimensionally checked for
general overall dimensions and interface dimensions.
a. General Overall Dimensions
The majority of the dimensions were either within the specified tolerance
or within 30 mils of the specified values. After a review of the parts, the re-
quirements, and the dimensions by a Material Review Board (MRB), the unit;
was accepted for use. The test results are shown on Figure I-43.
b. Interface Dimensions
Critical interface dimensions are summarized in Table I-9. A complete
set of interface dimensions are shown in Figure I-43.
5.	 Deployment Test Data
In this test, the hinge lines of the platform 019 and transition 018 are
joined and pinned in accordance with the applicable drawing, and the force re-
quired to rotate the platform from the normal launch position to the deployed
position was determined. Deployment requires that the platform move through
an arc of 135° while the transition is in a stationary position (See Figure I-44).
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Figure I-43. Platform 019 Dimensional
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Figure 1-43. Platform 019 Dimensional
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Figure I-43. Platform 019, Dimensional





C = - -= TRANSITION SECTION
t
, TABLE I-9. INTERFACE DIMENSIONS, PLATFORM 019/TRANSITION 018
Specified Measured Values (Inches)*Parameters (Inches) Platform Transition
Centerline of 3 center
Hinges
Vertical X0.002 0.007 0.0040
Horizontal (0.002 0.0051 0.0021
Centerline of 4 outer
Hinges
Vertical :LO. 004 0.067 0.0520




* Out of Tolerance values reviewed by MRB Action. Acceptance based on
torque measurement of transition/ platform interface.
* * Measured on Sun Side of platform
t Total Indicator Run-out
FOLDED
POSITION




the deployed position shall not exceed 18-inch lbs force. The starting torque
obtained from five starting positions in three tests and the average running
torque are listed in Table I-10. In addition to the three torque tests, the start-
ing and running torque at three angular settings are listed in Table I-11.




ounces) at positions Average Running Torque
No.
1 2 3 4 5 (oz f- in) ( lbf	 - in)*
1 4.0 3.5 4.0 4.0 3.5 3.8 2.375
2 3.75 3.75 4.0 4.0 3.5 3.8 2.375
3 3.75 4.0 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.8 2.375
*Inch-pounds = Torque (inch-ounces) x 10
16




Start Starting Torque* Running Torque*
Position**
oz f - in lb f • in oz f - in lb f - in
35 0 3.86 2.3 4.00 2.5
75 0 3.86 2.3 3.86 2.3
120 0 3.86 2.3 3.86 2.3
*Inch-ounces of torque x 10
= Torque (in-lbs)16
**Measured from folded position
6. Weight Data
The completed solar array platform structure which includes the platform,
transition and the required hardware must not exceed 21. 7 pounds. The weight
of the individual parts are listed in Table I-12.
!.





Hinge pins, shims and lock rings 0.07
Latching assembly, nut clamps
and mise hardware 1.40
Total Weight 21.10
E. DEPLOYMENT MOTOR-DRIVE ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA
Flight acceptance testing of the two flight motors (serial no. 021 and 022)
was started July 7, 1969. All acceptance tests are being conducted in accordance
with RCA test procedure TP-1755604; the test flow diagram is shown on Figure
I-45.
1.	 Speed Torque Test
l	 Speed torque tests, conducted prior-to and after thermal exposures of 0°
]
	
	 and 50°C, were satisfactory. The test specifies that thr; motor speed (r/min)
must equal t10 percent of the values shown in Figure I-46 for a given load. The
results of the tests conducted are listed in Table I-13.
I^ 	 2.	 Temperature Load Tests
Temperature load tests, conducted with a constant load of 63 f10 in • lb f,
are performed every hour during the thermal exposure. The test specifies that




The pre-thermal load current for motors 021 and 022 was 420 and 480 mA,
respectively. Current measurements obtained for each temperature plateau are
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Figure 1-46. Deployment Motor-Drive Torque Speed Characteristics
TABLE I-13. SPEED-TORQUE TEST DATA
Torque
(in - lbf)
Pre-Thermal Tests Post-Thermal Tests
Mtr No. 021 Mtr No. 022 Mtr No. 021 Mtr No, 022
Speed (r/min) Speed (r/min) Speed (r/min) Speed (r/min)
0 2.91 3.08 3.08 3.05
15 2.91 3.01 3.05 3.02
30 2.83 2.91 2.87 2.94
45 2.73 2.91 2.83 2.85
60 2.63 2.70 2.74 2.72
TABLE I-14. TEMPERATURE LOAD TEST DATA
I Temperature
Current Measurement (mA)





* Current excursion equivalent to 63 f 10 in - If is 420 mA
* * Current excursion equivalent to 63 f 10 in - lbf is 480 mA
I-60
APPENDIX II
STORAGE MODULE ACCEPTANCE TEST RESULTS
A. INTRODUCTION
This test data summary contains information pertinent to the acceptance
testing of the spare-flight storage modules (serial No. 028, 031, and 032). The
data summary encompasses all activities performed from March 4, 1969 through
October 15, 1969. Test data summaries accummulated for this report are as
follows:
o Unit Test Data, Paragraph C
• System Test Data, Paragraph D
A chronological summary for the spare-flight acceptance program is contained
in Table II-1. Significant events pertaining to the program are contained in
Section 3 and 5 of this report.
B. PROGRAM TEST PLAN
The flight acceptance test sequence for the Nimbus-D power supply sub-




The test program is essentially divided into five phases. Phase one includes all
testing on the units after final assembly but prior to the final conformal-coating
cycle. During phase one, both the electronic circuits and the battery performance
are examined to ensure that the entire unit is functioning properly prior to final
potting. Phase two testing is initiated after all potting has been completes) and
the unit is released from Manufacturing. ,
 Electrical circuit testing at 5, 25, 45,
and 55°C includes calibration of the battery charge current, battery discharge
current, and battery voltage telemetry circuits; and calibration of the battery
temperature telemetry circuits from -5 to 55°C. Phase three includes all testing
associated with the vibration exposure. Post-vibration electrical performance
is assured by a battery short test and an electrical circuit test at 25°C. Phase
four consists of three tests. The first two tests of phase four are conducted with
the storage modules electrically connected to a control module for testing in a
power subsystem configuration. The first test is a system bench test at room
ambient environment. The initial system test is conducted to verify correct
performance of the power subsystem configuration and the associated test equip-
ment prior to the thermal-vacuum test cycle. The second test is the thermal-
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TABLE 11-2. NIMBUS-D SPARE-FLIGHT STORAGE MODULE
TEST PROGRAM
Phase Test Sequence Test Procedure
1 Electrical Circuit Alignment and Test (1) TP-CT-1759580
Battery Short Test (1) TP-BT-1759580
Battery Capacity Test (1) TP-BT-1759580
2 Electrical Performance Test (1) TP-CT-1759580
Telemetry Calibration (1) TP-TM-1759580
3 Vibration Test (1) TP-HVA-1759580
Battery Short Test (1) TP-BT-1759580
Electrical Circuit Test (1) TP-CT-1759580
4 Initial System Test (2) TP-SFT V-1846666
Thermal-Vacuum Test (2) TP-SFTV-1846666
Battery Electrolyte Leakage Test (1) 1846070
Electrical Circuit Test (1) TP-CT-1759580
5 Final Unit Test (1) TP-CT-1759580
NOTES: (1) Spare-flight storage modules tested as individual units.
(2) Spare-flight storage modules tested as part of the power
subsystem.
Successful completion of the thermal-vacuum test cycle demonstrates storage
module flight acceptability. The third test of phase four is a post-environmental
examination of the individual storage modules to ensure that each storage cell in
the modules has remained sealed during the thermal-vacuum exposure. Since
the unit has to be opened and partially disassembled for the electrolyte leakage
examination, a final electrical circuit test at 25°C after reassembly of the storage
modules, is performed to complete the post thermal-vacuum testing sequence.
Phase five of the test program is a final unit test in an ambient environment
before sell-off of the units. The customer witnesses the final system test.
The vibration testing was performed on each storage module individually during
the Nimbus-D flight acceptance program. The exposure conditions for vibration
were:
• Sinusoidal (all axes; thrust and two transverse)
Frequency Range: 5 to 2000 Hz
Vibration Level: 5g (0 to peak)
aweep Rate: two octaves per minute, all axes, from the lowest
to the highest frequency.
II-6s
• Random (all axes)
Frequency Band: 20 to 2000 Hz
Spectral Density: 0.07 g2/Hz
Vibration Level: 11. 7g (RMS)
Duration: 2 minutes each axis
The test fixture used during vibration tests, shown in Figure II-1, mounts directly
to the vibration table. The table vibration levels were controlled by signals from
the control accelerometers (also shown in Figure II-1). During the sinusoidal
exposure, four control accelerometers actually determined the vibration level,
during the random exposures the average of the four control accelerometers
determined the vibration level.
The thermal-vacuum tests were performed with the three spare-flight storage
modules and the control module electrically connected in a power subsystem con-
figuration. A simplified block diagram of the subsystem configuration is pre-
sented in Figure II-2. The thermal-vacuum installation for the Nimbus-D spare-
flight power subsystem was identical to that used on the Nimbus-B spare-flight
acceptance program. The installation details for the Nimbus-Ii program are fully
described in the Nimbus-B "Quarterly Technical Report No. 7 11 , (83205) issued
August 15, 1967. The thermal-vacuum temperature profile and electrical test
sequence for the Nimbus-D power subsystem is shown in Figure II-3. The
major portion of thermal-vacuum testing consisted of repetitive electrical cycling
of the subsystem in a simulated orbital condition consisting of 35 minutes of
battery discharge followed by 73 minutes of solar array illumination. The
regulated bus load was maintained at the maximum energy-balance value through-
out each orbit, and included a simulated S-band transmitter load of 73 watts
superimposed for 5 minutes on the constant load, beginning at 18 minutes before
the end of spacecraft daytime. Three consecutive minimum load orbits were
run at each of the points shown in Figure II-3. During the minimum load orbits,
the regulated bus load was maintained at 50 watts. A system performance test,
conducted near the end of exposure at each temperature plateau, was used to
examine electrical parameters not normally measured during the simulated
orbital cycling. The thermal-vacuum test sequence was concluded with a unit
capacity test and a unit short test.
C. STORAGE MODULE UNIT TEST
1.	 Electrical Circuit Performance
With the exception of the charge current parameter in storage module 028,
all the electrical circuits performed satisfactorily during unit testing. A chrono-
logical history of the charge-current tests for Storage Module 028 is contained










1. THRUST ACCELEROMETERS Z1, 22, Z3, AND Z4
ARE LOCATED ONE INCH FROM TOP OF FIXTURE
2. TANGENTIAL ACCELEROMETERS X1, X2, X3, AND X4
ARE LOCATED IN THE MILLED LOCATIONS, TWO
INCHES FROM TOP OF FIXTURE.
3. RADIAL ACCELEROMETERS Y1, Y2, Y3, AND Y4 ARE
LOCATED AT TOP OF FIXTURE, AS SHOWN. '
THRUST
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fAn electrical circuit performance summary for each unit is contained in Table
II-3.
	2.	 Battery Performance
The battery performance for each spare -flight storage module was meas-
ured during phase 1, 3, and 5. Prior to the phase 1 test, each unit was condi-
tioned in accordance with the following schedule:
(1) a 40-hour, 200 milliampere charge
(2) a 2-ampere discharge until the voltage of one cell equals
1.150 volts
(3) a 4-hour letdown (a one-ohm resistor connec`^ d across each
cell)
(4) a 20-hour, 400 milliampere charge
(5) a 2.0 ampere discharge until the voltage of one cell equals
1.150 volts
(6) a letdown until each cell voltage was less than 20 millivolts.
The results of the three battery short tests is contained in Table 1I -4. All the
cells exceeded the specified end-of-test voltage level of 1 . 150 volts. The storage
module voltage at the end-of-test is listed at the end of the table.
The battery capacity tests were performed after the short tests during Phase 1
and 5 of the test program. The end-of-charge (EOC) and the end-of-discharge
(EOD) for each spare-flight storage module is contained in Table II-5. The end-
of-test voltage and the ampere -hour rating of each storage module is listed at
the end of the table. All, the capacities were well over 5.0 ampere -hours; the
specified lower limit is 4.5 ampere -hours.
	
3.	 Post Thermal-Vacuum Unit Test
After completing the thermal -vacuum test sequence, the three spare-flight
storage modules were partially disassembled and subjected to the standard elec-
trolyte leakage test specified in RCA test procedure 1846070. No leakage was
observed in any of the 69 storage cells, the units were then reassembled, and
subjected to their final unit electrical test at 25°C. The test data . summary of
Table II-3 includes final test data. Modules 031 and 032 met all the specifications;
module 028 exhibited another charge current telemetry variation and the unit
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6TABLE II-4. SHORT TEST, TWENTY-IIOUR OPEN-CIRCUIT
CELL VOLTAGES (IN VOLTS)
Cell Storage Module 028 Storage Module 031 Storage Module 032
Phase Phase Phase Phase Phase Phase Phase Phase PhaseNumber
1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5
1 1.231 1.246 1.191 1.221 1.243 1.194 1.224 1.232 1.196
2 1.229 1.246 1.193 1.219 1.243 1.203 1.224 1.234 1.203
3 1.232 1.245 1.194 1.225 1.243 1.204 1.224 1.233 1.201
4 1.229 1.246 1.192 1.221 1.246 1.198 1.225 1.233 1.202
5 1.229 1.246 1.191 1.220 1.244 1.196 1.216 1.227 1.190
6 1.231 1.247 1.194 1.224 1.243 1.197 1.214 1.226 1.188
7 1.228 1.245 1.190 1.207 1.244 1.197 1.221 1.224 1.192
8 1.229 1.246 1.192 1.217 1.243 1.198 1.217 1.224 1.19Y
9 1.230 1.247 1.193 1.210 1.244 1.199 1.208 1.27 1.289
10 1.227 1.246 1.193 1.219 1.241 1.199 1.211 1.223 1.187
11 1.232 1.247 1.192 1.212 1.246 1.200 1.214 1.225 1.186
12 1.230 1.247 1.192 1.220 1.242 1.202 1.213 1.224 1.191
13 1.234 1.249 1.193 1.217 1.243 1.197 1.209 1.222 1.186
14 1.233 1.247 1.194 1.226 1.243 1.201 1.209 1.225 1.183
15 1.232 1.249 1.193 1.216 1.245 1.196 1.210 1.223 1.187
16 1.228 1.245 1.194 1.221 1.244 1.200 1.210 1.223 1.186
17 1.229 1.246 1.192 1.222 1.242 1.196 1.198 1.226 1.183
18 1.226 1.246 1.194 1.211 1.244 1.198 1.199 1.226 1.187
19 1.232 1.247 1.195 1.226 1.233 1.200 1.200 1.225 1.183
20 1.223 1.245 1.195 1.218 1.230 1.196 1.201 1.223 1.186
21 1.231 1.247 1.191 1.208 1.241 1.195 1.200 1.231 1.189
22 1.233 1.248 1.193 1.225 1.230 1.201 1.213 1.226 1.188
23 1.228 1.246 1.193 1.229 1.232 1.195 1.214 1.227 1.190
ET 22.36 28. G8 27.39 280.03 28.55 1 27.49 27.88 28.321 27.35
4.	 Telemetry Calibration
During phase two of the test program, telemetry data was measured for
each flight storage module. This data was used to generate the computerized
telemetry calibration tables listed in Tables H-6 through H-9. The same telem-
etry data, expanded into smaller increments by means of linear interpolation,
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During final data review on October 13, 1969, an over charge voltage con-
dition of storage modules 028, 031 and 032 was discovered and TDR 6502 was
issued. Delivery of storage modules 031 and 032 was subsequently withheld
pending an investigation and analysis of the problem. Storage module 028 was
in a hold condition pending resolution of the TDR 3909.
D. SYSTEM TEST, NIMBUS-D SPARE STORAGE MODULE TEST
DATA SUMMARY
1.	 Thermal Test Sequence
The three spare -flight storage modules (028, 031, and 032) were subjected
to flight acceptance tests in thermal -vacuum environment ( See Figure II-3) from
July 31, 1969 to August 7, 1969 and from September 4, 1969 to September 16,
1969. During spare-storage module tests, five simulated storage; modules and
an simulated array input are supplied by the test equ pment ( see Figure 11-2).
This section of the report presents a summary of the storage module test data
obtained during the thermal-vacuum test sequence.
a.	 Maximum Load Orbital-Cycling Tests
6
r.
Repetitive orbital cycles were run at each of the temperature plateaus
shown in Figure II-3. The regulated bus load current was varied from orbit to
orbit untii the charge/discharge ratio presented in Figure II-4 was achieved. The
power subsystem was then cycled at that load value until the end of the tempera-
ture plateau. Since the load capability of the simulated power subsystem is a
very sensitive function of the solar array output, the solar array simulator
(located in the Subsystem Tester) was adjusted to correspond as closely as pos-
sible to that portion of the 40°C Nimbus-D solar-array I-V curve which lies
between 31 and 38 volts, the region of operation during spacecraft daytime. Fig-
ure H-5 presents the predicted Nimbus-D solar -array characteristics. The
maximum (normal) load applied to the power supply subsystem during these tests
is shown on Figure II-6. After the recommended charge /discharge ratio had
been established for several maximum load orbits at each temperature plateau,
subsystem voltages and currents were recorded with the data logging equipment
every two minutes during an entire 108-minnte orbit cycle. These pests are per-
formed to verify storage module operation during thermal exposures.
During final data review on October 13, 1969, an overcharge condition for 51
cells was discovered. Test discrepancy report 6502 was issued; all the remain-




tTABLE II-6. CHARGE AND DISCHARGE CURRENT (AMPERES)
TELEMETRY AT 25°C
Charge Current Discharge Current
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TABLE II-7. BATTERY VOLTAGE (VDC) AND BATTERY TEMPERA-
TURE~C)TELEMETRY 
, , Battery Voltage Battery Temperature 
TELEMETRV TELEMETRV 
VOLTS SIN 028 SIN 031 SIN 032 . VOLTS SIN OZi SIN 031 SIN 032 
o~ooo 19.28 19. 43 19.3' 1.200 -3.57 -3.71 -3.51 
0,100 19.~2 19.77 19.~9 1.300 -1.79 -1.99 -1.84 
0,200 19.96 20.11 20.03 1.400 -0.1)0 -0.27 -0.17 
0.300 20.3(> 20.4, 20.38 1.500 1.61 1.31 1.44 
0.400 20.65 20.80 20.72 1.600 3.23 2.87 '.0·\ 
0.500 20.99 21.14 21.06 1.700 4.114 4.44 4.65 
0.500 21.33 21. 48 21.40 1.800 6.34 6.00 6.19 
0.700 21.117 21. 82 21.74 1.900 7.114 7.'" 7.71 
o.eoo 22.01 22.16 22.0~ 2.000 9.33 8.91 9.24 
0.900 ZZ.35 22.)0 22.~.: 2.100 10.76 10.31t 10.71 
1.000 22.69 22.IIIt 22.76 2.200 \2.15 11.10 12.12 
1.100 23.03 23.19 23.10 2.300 13.54 13.07 13.53 
1.200 23.37 23.)3 23.4' 2.400 14.93 llt.43 14.95 
1.500 23.72 23.87 23.79 2.500 16.32 15.79 16.36 
1.400 24.06 24.21 24.13 2.600 17.71 17.15 17.78 
1.JOO 24.40 24.!)5 21t.47 2.700 19.10 lB.:I1 19.19 
1.6(10 24.74 24.89 24.81 2.800 20.49 19.811 20.60 
1.7'JO 25.08 25.23 25.1' 2.900 21.87 21.Zto 22.02 
1 •• 00 25.4Z 25.)8 25.49 3.000 23.26 22.110 23.43 
1.'00 25.76 2,.92 ZS.U 3.100 24.65 23. '16 24.84 
2.\100 26.10 26.26 26.17 3.200 26.04 25.34 26.2' 
2.100 26.45 26.60 26.51 3.300 27.42 26.7, 27.66 
2.;<00 26.79 26. 94 26.86 3.400 28.80 28;16 29.07 
2.100 27013 27.28 27.20 3.500 30.18 29.>7 30.48 
2.400 27.47 21.b2 27.54 3.600 31.57 30.98 31.89 
2.:000 27.81 27.97 27.88 3.700 32.95 32.39 33.30 
2.~00 28.15 28.31 28.22 3.800 34.33 33.80 34.71 
2.100 28·49 28.65 28.56 3.900 35.71 '5.21 36.12 
2.'00 28.83 28.99 28.90 4.000 37.10 36. b,2 37.53 
2.900 29.17. 29.33 29.24 4.100 38 .48 38.03 38.94 
3.QOO 29.52 29.67 29.511 4.200 39.86 39.44 40.37 
3.100 29.86 30.01 29.92 4.300 41.32 40. lit 41.84 
3 •• 00 30.20 30."5 30.27 4.400 42.79, 42.25 43.31 
3.300 30.54 30.70 30.61 4.500 44.26 43.66 44.78 
3.400 30.88 31.04 30.95 4.600 45.80 45.011 46.35 
3.~00 31.22 31.38 31.29 4,700 47.39 46,72 47.94 
3.~00 31.56 31.72 31.63 4,800 48.'98 4I.J6 49.5'2' 
3,100 31.90 32.06 31.97 4,900 50.70 50.00 51.22 
1.800 32.24 32.40 32.31 5,000 52.66 52.,n ".97 
~'l00 32.58 :32.11, 32.65 , 
4.000 32.92 H.OII 32.99 -
4.100 33.26 33.42 33.33 
4.200 33.60 33.76 33.67 
4.l00 33.94 34.10 34.01 
4.400 34.28 34.44 34.35 
4.500 34.62 34.78 34.69 
4.600 34.96 35.13 35.03 
4.700 35.30 35.47 35.37 
4.800 35.64 35. 81 35.71 
4.900 ".98 36.15 36.05 
5.000 36"2 36.49 36.39 
5.100 36.66 36.83 36.74 
5.200 37.00 37.17 37.011 
, 5..300 37.34 37.,51 37.42 J,0 
5.400 37.68 37.115 37.76 
5.500 311.02 38.19 38.10 
5.600 38.36 38.~3 38.44 
5.700 311.70 311.87 311.711 
5,800 39.04 39.21 39.12 
5.900 39.311 '9.56 39.46 
6,000 3'·72 39.90 39.80 
6.100 40.06 40.24 40.14 
6.200 40.40 40.h 40.41 . 
6.JOO 40.74 40,;2, 40.12 
6.400 41.01 41 •• 41.16 
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TABLE II-8. CHARGE AND DISCHARGE CURRENT (AMPERES) 
TELEMETRY AT 5· C 
TELE"InRY Charge Current TELEMETRY 
Discharge Current 
VOLTS SIN 028 ~/N ull SIN 032 VOLTS SIN 028 SIN 031 SIN 032 
0.300 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.1000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.1000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.021 0.000 0.005 
0.500 0.010 0.0110 0.003 O.bOO 0.067 0.0 10 3 "0.051 
O;bDO 0.032 0.036 0.025 0.700 0.113 0.090 0.097 
0..700 0.054 0.0'8 0.048 O.BOO 0.159 O.13b 0.1103 
0.800 0.07b o.Oeo 0.070 0.900 0.205 0.l B3 0.189 
0.900 0.098 0.102 0.092 1.000 0.251 0.229 0.235 
1.0110 0.121 0.1210 0.1110 1.100 0.297 0.276 0.281 
1. l'bo 0.143 0.1 46 0.137 1.200 0.343 0.322 0.327 
- 1.200 0.165 0.1 69 0.159 1.300 0.389 0.3b9 0.373 
1.300 0.1 a 7 0.1"'1 00181 1.400 0.435 0./016 0.419 
1.4110 0.209 0.213 0.203 1.500 0.4Bl 0.4 b2 0.465 
1.~1l0 0.231 0.23, 0.22b 1.600 0.527 0.509 0.511 
1.bOO 0.254 0.2~7 0.248 1.100 0.573 0.'!>5 0.557 
1 .• 700 0.276 0.279 0.270 1.800 0.619 0.602 0.b03 
1.sao 0.298 0.301 0.292 1.900 0.6b5 0.6109 0.649 
1.91\0 0.320 0.3210 0.315 2.000 0.711 0.b95 0.b95 
2.000 0.342 0.346 0.337 2.100 0.757 0.742 0.742 
2.11)0 0.3b5 0.368 0.359 2.200 0.803 0 .• 78e 0.788 
2.200 00367 0.3"'0 0.382 2.300 0.8107 0.834 0.833 
2.300 0.409 0.4ll 0.404 2.400 0.892 0.879 0.877 
- 2.400 0.430 0.4::13 0.425 2.500 0.937 0.925 0.922 
2.500 0.45" 0.4~5 0.447 2.bOO 0.981 0,9"0 0.967 
2.bOO 0.473 0.476 0.468 2.700 1.026 1.015 1.011 
2.700 0.495 0.497 0.490 2.800 1.071 1.0bO 1.056 
2.81)1) 0.517 0.519 0.511 2.900 1.115 1.106 1.101 
2.900 0.538 0.540 0.533 3.000 1.160 1'.151 1.1105 
3.000 0.5bO 0.56 1 0; 554 3.100 1.2010 1.196 - 1.190 
3.100 0.581 0.583 0.576 3.200 1.249 1.241 1.235 
3.200 0.b03 0.604 0.597 3.300 1.2910 1.287 1.279 
3.300 0.b25 0.626 0.619 3.400 1.338 1.332 1.324 
3.400 0. 646 0.647 0.6100 3.500 1.383 1.377 1.369 
3.500 0.668 0.668 O. t-62 3.600 1.428 1.423 1.1013 
3.600 0.689 0.6"'0 0.683 3.700 1.1072, 1.468 1.458 
3.700 0.711 0.711 0.705 3.800 1.517 1.513 1.503 
3.800 0.733 0.733 D. H6 3.900 1·562 1.5!18 1.547 
3.900 0.754 0.7:14 0.748 4.000 1.60b 1.b04 1.592 
4.000 O.77b 0.775 0.7b9 10.100 1.b50 1.b48 1.634 
4.100 0.797 0.797 0.791 4.200 1.b91o 1.693 1.b7b 
4.200 0.819 0.818 0.812 4.300 1.738 1.737 1.717 
4.300 0.840 0.839 0.833 4.400 1.782 1.782 1.759 
4.400 0.8b1 0.859 0.854 4.500 1.Ub 1.82b 1.800 
4.500 0.882 O. BIIo 0.875 4.bOO 1.870 1.871 1.8102 
4.bOO 0. 903 0.901 0.896 4.700 1.914 1.915 1.8U 
4.700 0. 924 0.9Z2 0.917 4.800 1.958 1.960 1.92' 
4.800 ' 0. 945 0.943 0.938 4.900 2.002 2.004 1.9b6 
4.900 0.967 0.964 0.959 5.000 2.046 2.048 2.008 
5.000 0. 988 0.98, 0.980 5.100 2.090 2.093 2.049 
5.100 1.009 1.006 1.001 5.200 2.134 2.137 2.091 
5.200 1.030 1.026 1.022 5.300 2.178 2.1 82 2.132 
5.300 1.051 1.0~7 1.04:1 5.400 2.222 2.226 2.174 
5'.40C) 1.072 1.068 1.065 5.,500.: 2.2&5 2.2 71 2.21~ 
'.500 1.093 1.089 1.086 5.600 2.309 2.315 2.257 
5.600 1.114 1.110 1.107 5.709 2.353 2.360 2.299 
5.700 '1.136 1.1~1 1.128 5.800 2.397 2.404 2.340 
5.800 1.157 1.1'2 1.149 5.900 2.1041 2.449 2.382 
5.900 1.178 1.172 1.170 6.000 2.485 2.493 2.423 
6.000 1.199 1.191 1.191 6.100 2.529 2.538 2.465 
6.100 1.220 1.214 1.212 6~200 2.573 2.512 2.'06 
6.200 1.241 1.23, 1.233 6.300 2.611 2.627 . 2.548 
6.300 1-.262 1.2'6 1.254 6.400 2.661 2.671 2.589 
6.400 1.213 1.2?7 1.275 
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TABLE II-9. CHAHGE AND DISCHAHGE CURRENT (AMPEHES) 
TELEMETRY AT 45- C 
Discharge Current 
TELEMETRY Charge Current TELEMETRY 
VOLTS SIN 028 SIN 031 SIN 032 VOLTS SIN 028 SIN 031 SIN 032 
0.300 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.300 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.400 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.400 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.500 0.011 0.023 0.006 0.500 0.041 0.003 0.029 
0.1>00 0.033 0.0 45 0.028 0.1000 0.088 O.O~O O. O"ll 
0.700 0.055 0.068 0.051 0.700 0.134 0.097 0.121 
0.800 0.077 0.090 0.073 0.800 0.180 0.1 43 0.168 
0.900 00100 0.112 0.095 0.900 0.226 0.1 90 0.214 
1.000 0.122 0.134 0.117 1.000 0.272 0.236 0.260 
1.100 0.144 0.1:;6 0.140 10100 0.318 0.283 0.306 
1.200 0.1610 0.179 0.162 1.200 0.3115 0.329 0.353 
1.300 0.188 0.201 0.184 1.300 0.411 0.:H6 0.399 
1.400 0.211 0.223 0.206 1.400 0.457 0.423 0.445 
1.500 0.233 0.245 0.229 1.500 0.503 0.4t.9 0.492 
1.600 0,255 0.26 7 0.251 1.600 0.549 0.516 0.538 
1.700 0.277 0.2 90 0.273 1.700 0.595 0.562 0.584 
1.800 0.300 0.312 0.295 1.800 0.()42 0.609 0.631 
1.900 0.322 0.334 0.318 1.900 0.688 0.6!!6 0.677 
1..000 0.344 0.3!>6 0.340 2.000 0.73i, 0.702 0.723 
2.100 0.366 O. :378 0.362 2.100 0.780 0.71t') 0.769 
2.200 0.388 0.400 0.384 2.200 0.825 0.t95 0.815 
2.300 0.410 0.422 0.406 2.300 0.870 0.841 0.860 
'2.400 0.432 0.443 0.428 2.400 0.915 0.886 0.904 
2'.500 0.453 0.465 0.449 2.500 0.959 0.931 0.949 
2.600 0.475 0.486 0.471 2.1000 1.004 0.977 0.993 
2.700 0.496 0.507 0.492 2.700 1.049 1.01;! 1.038 
2,800 0.518 0.5;!9 0.514 2.800 1.093 1.067 1.082 
2.900 0.539 0.5~0 0.535 2.900 1.138 1,l1Z 1.U7 
3.000 0.561 0.572 0.5!57 3.000 1.182 1.1!!8 ,1.171 
30100 0.:;82 0.593 0.578 3.100 1.227 1.203 1.216 
3.200 0.1004 0.614 0.600 3.21)0 1.272 1.248 1.260 
3.300 0.625 0.636 0.621 3.300 1.316 1.293 1.305 
3.400 0.647 0.657 0.64] 3.400 1.361 1.U9 1.349 
3.500 0.668 0.618 0.664 3.500 1.405 1.384 1.394 
3.600 0.690 0.700 0.686 3.600 le45() 1.429 1.438 
3.700' 0.711 0.721 0.707 3.700 1.495 1.4 75 1.483 
3.800 0.733 0.743 0.729 3.800 1.539 1.520 1.527 
3.900 0.7S4 0.764 0.750 3.900 1.584 1.565 1.572. 
4.000 0.776 0.7115 0.772 4.000 1.628 1.610 1.616 
4.100 0.797 0.807 0.79, 4.100 1.672 1.6!!' 1.660 
4.200 0.818 0.8l8 0.814 4.Z00 '1.716 1.699 1.704 . 
4.300 0.839 0.8'" 0.836 4.300 1.759 1.7"4 1.748 
4.400 0.860 0.869 0.857 4.400 1·803 1.788 1.791 
4.500 0.881 0.1190 0.878 4.500 1.847 1.U3 1.835, 
4.600 0.903 0.911 0.899 4.600 1.891 1.817 .1.879 
4.700 0.924 0.932 0.920 4.700 1.935 1.922 1'0923 
4.800 0.945 0.9'3 0.941 4.800 1.979 1.96.6 1.966 
4.900 0.966 0.974 0.962 4.900 2.022 2.011 2'0.010 
5.000 0.987 0.994 0.983 5.000 2.066 2.0'S 2.054 
5.100 1.008 1.015 1.004 5.100 2.110 2.100 2 •. 098 
5,200 1.029 1.036 1.025 5.200 2.154 2.1 44 2 •. 142 
5.300 1.050 1.0'7 1.046 5.300 2.198 2.189 2.·185 
5.400 1.071 1.078 1.067 5. t.OO 2.241 2.233 2 •. 229 ~I . 
5.500 1.092 1.099 1.0811 5.500 2.U5 2.27e 2.273 
5.600 1.113 1.120 1.109 5.60.0 2.329 2, :322 2 .. 317 
5.700 1.134 1.141 1.130 5,700 2.373 2.367 2.,361 
5,800 1.155 1.161 1.151 5.800 2.417 2,411 2 .... 04 
5,900 1'.176 1.182 1.172 5.900 2.460 2.U6 2.448 
6.000 10 197 1.203 1.193 6.000 2.504 2.500 2.492 
6.100 1.218 1.224 1.214 6.100 2.51t8 2.545 2.·536 
6.200 1.239 1.2"5 1.U5 6.200 2.592 2.5119 2.510 
6.300 1.260 1.266 1.256 6.300 2.636 2.634 2.-623 
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Figure II-6. Simulated Energy Loads
plateau to conduct a special high-temperature trickle charge test. This special
test was performed to measure the temperatures at which the trickle-charge cir-
cuit of each storage module operated. The internal temperatures of the modules
were varied by charging the battery in a mode that would generate heat. This
special test was instituted, with the full approval of the NASA technical officer
during system test (refer to Appendix II, Para. D2 of "Quarterly Technical Report
No. 611 , (R3472) issued September 5, 1969. The specified test limbs for the
trickle-charge set mode is 51. 7 f2. 8°C; for the reset mode is 49. 0 t2. 8°C.
Test data for the spare-flight storage modules are listed in Table II-10.
b.	 Minimum Load Orbital Cycling Tests




and 40 0 C as shown on Figure II-3. The 50-watt regulated bus load (see Figure
H-6) subjects the storage modules to a severe overcharge which is controlled by
the charge-controller circuits. When the simulated solar-array was turned on,
t1he sft)rage module voltages reached the voltage-temperature limits in seven to
thirteen mi.ates and the charge current decreases rapidly to maintain the voltage




tTABLE II-10. TRICKLE CHARGE CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE
f
Temperature (in °C)
Trickle-Charge On Trickle-Charge OffStorage Module




NOTE: All temperature data measured by a thermocouple on the out-
side of storage cell 19.
orbital cycling test causes charge-controller operation in the voltage-limiting
mode during most of the daytime portion of the orbit.	 A summary of this opera-
tion for each storage module is presented in Table H-11.
C.	 System Performance Tests
During the thermal-vacuum test sequence, simulated sys.: em performance
tests were run to examine electrical parameters not normally measured during
simulated orbital cycling.
	 The tests were conducted at the end of each tempera-
ture plateau (see Figure 11-3).	 The control modules used to perform the spare-
flight storage module acceptance tests performed within specifications.
	
Test
data pertaining to the spare-flight storage modules consists of verifying trickle
charge circuit operation and telemetry circuit operation.
Verification of the trickle charge circuit operation consists of the following steps:
(1) measure the trickle charge current,
(2) initiate the trickle charge override (TCOR) ON command and
E
measure the TCOR telemetry,
1
(3) measure the charge current,
(4) initiate the TCOR OFF command and measure the TCOR telem-
I etry, and
(5) measure the trickle charge current.
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t'CABLE II-12. TRICKLE CIIARGE CIRCUIT OPERATION, TEST DATA
Storage Storage Storage
Parameter, and Specified Module Module Module
Test Conditions Value 028 031 032
Battery Current (Step 1), mA
at	 100C 0.156 0.155 0.156
40°C 150 f 50 mA 0.157 0.158 0.160
25°C 0.156 0.154 0.156
40°C 0.158 0.159 0.160
Trickle Charge Override On
Tlm, (Step 2) Vdc at	 10°C 8.680 8.680 8.680
40°C 75 0 f 2.5V 8.680 8.680 8.680
25°C 8.680 8.680 8.680
40°C 8.679 8.679 8.679
Battery Current (Step 3), A
at	 10°C 1.102 1.102 1.102
40°C 1. 1 t 0. 05 A 1.101 1.101 1.100
25°C 1.102 1.102 1.102
400 C 1.105 1.109 1.109
Trickle Charge Override Off
Tlm (Step 4),	 Vdc at	 10°C 0.001 0.001 0.000
40"C <0. 1 Vdc 0.001 0.001 0.000
5°C 0.000 0.000 0.000
40°C 0.000 0.000 ' 0.000
Battery Current (Step 5), mA
at	 10°C 0.156 0.156 0.156
40°C 150 = 50 mA 0.158 0.159 0.160
5 0 C 0.157 0.155 0.156
40°C 0.160 0.160 0.160
II-24
0The telemetry data of the spare-flight storage modules was taken during each sys-
tem test. The test is conducted by measuring the telemetry output signal and
converting the reading by using the proper telemetry table (Tables II-6 through
II-9). The converted telemetry signal is then compared to a true measured
value. All the test data meet the required specifications; test data obtained dur-
ing the last 25°C, 5°C, and 40°C exposures are contained in Tables II-13 through
II-16.
TABLE H-13. BATTERY DISCHARGE CURRENT TELEMETRY DATA
Storage Module and Specified Telemetry Discharge MeasuredLimit Voltage Current CurrentTemperature Diff of Co14 and 5 (Vdc) (Amp) (Amp)
Ser No. 028 at
5°C 2.430 0.900 0.903
25°C :E 0. 2.578 0.980 0.982
40°C 2.763 1.079 1.078
Ser No. 031 at
5°C 2.600 0.970 0.5177
25°C t0.04A 2.600 0.970 0.977
40°C 2.567 0.961 0.971
Ser No. 032 at
5 0 C 2. 732 1.030 1.035
25°C :k 0. 2.608 0.973 0.984
40°C 2.430 0.918 0.913
II-25
r-
ITABLE II-14. BATTERY CHARGE CURRENT TELEMETRY DATA
Specified Telemetry Charge MeasuredStorage Module and Limit Voltage Current CurrentTemperature Diff of Co14 and 5 (Vdc) (Amp) (Amp)
Ser No. 028 at
5 0 C 5.555 1.105 1.103
25°C ±0.02A 5.530 1.098 1.103
40°C 5.640 1.120 1.107
Ser No. 031 at
.5°C 5.525 1.100 1.099
25°C ±0.02A 5.516 1.095 1.103
40°C 5.524 1.104 1.110
Ser No. 032 at
5°C 5.561 1.100 1.101
25°C ±0.02A 5.556 1.097 1.101
400 C 5.598 1.105 1.108
TABLE 11-15. BATTERY VOLTAGE TELEMETRY DATA
Specified Telemetry Battery MeasuredStorage Module and Limit Voltage Voltage VoltageTemperature Diff of Col  and 5 (Vdc) (Vdc) (Vdc)
Ser No. 028 at
5°C 3.668 31.80 31.76
25°C ±0.20 Vdc 3.012 29.55 29.59
40°C 3.349 30.70 30.74
Ser No. 031 at
5°C 3.628 31.80 31.78
25°C ±0.20 We 2.965 29.55 29.58
40°C 3.293 30.67 30.69
Ser No. 032 at
5°C 3.653 31, 80 31.79
25°C ±0.20 Vdc 2.990 29.55 29.60






TABLE II-16. BATTERY TEMPERATURE TELEMETRY DATA
i
Storage Module and Specified Telemetry Battery Measured
Temperature Limit Voltage Temperature TemperatureDiff of Co14 and 5 (Vdc) °C)( °C)(
Ser No. 028 at
5°C 1.835 9.6 9.5
25°C 12.5"C 2.934 22.4 23.0
40°CI 4.133 40.3 40.0
Ser No. 031 at
5°C 1.902 10.4 10.5
25°C 12.5°C !	 2.699 22.2 23.0
40°C 4.225 41.6 42.5
Ser No. 032 at
5°C 1.869 10.0 10.2
25°C 12.5°C 2.970 23.0 23.0
40°C 4.167 40.8 41.5
II-27
